


Fast-Track®  Troubleshooter

With the sophisticated functionality, advanced graphing 

features, and intuitive user interface you’ve come to 

expect from every Snap-on® diagnostic platform.

It also gives you access to the exclusive Fast-Track® 

Troubleshooter, putting millions of experience-based 

troubleshooting tips and timesavers right at your 

fingertips. And great coverage for European, Asian,  

and domestic vehicles gives you the information you 

need to complete any repair.

TO BE THE  BEST, 
YOU NEED AN EDGE.







With an embedded SMX® Operating System dedicated 

to diagnostic functions for fast, reliable operation and 

a unique steady-charge lithium-ion battery system that 

charges automatically from any vehicle, SOLUS Edge 

boots up in a lightning-fast five seconds.

No more worrying about downtime, and you’re ready 

to work in a flash. Get to a code or live data in less than 

30 seconds, get to graphing at the press of a button and 

dive into functional tests to help you diagnose a fault 

with ease.  Choose between touchscreen and thumbpad 

navigation, or use either — or both — on any given job. 

Fast, accurate, and intelligent, SOLUS Edge is built  

right to help you work the way you work best.

5-second Boot-up One-Touch Code Scan in 30 Seconds

FOR 
THE 
ULTIMATE 
IN 

PERFORMANCE, 
YOU NEED AN EDGE. 



TO BE ABSOLUTELY CERTAIN, 
YOU NEED AN EDGE.
The thinnest Snap-on diagnostic tool ever, SOLUS Edge features a  

re-designed 8-inch screen with a slight viewing angle for enhanced readability 

under any conditions and in any part of the shop. You can even set it up to look 

exactly how you want it: create custom data lists, set PID triggers, and save 

movies, snapshots, and screen captures to your heart’s content.

Functional tests keep you in control of every diagnosis, and 

one-touch code scan gives you a complete overview of a 

vehicle’s history so you know exactly what you’re dealing with 

from the word go. Because let’s face it: the vehicles you work 

on are complicated. Your diagnostic tool shouldn’t be.



 Angled 8" Screen Thinnest Ever



USB CompatibleShopstream Connect™



FOR 
UNSHAKABLE
CONFIDENCE
YOU NEED AN EDGE.     

You don’t just demand the best from yourself; you demand 

the best from every tool you own. You’re constantly on  

the lookout for the most cutting-edge technology available 

so you can do your job faster and more accurately every 

time you walk into the shop.

Display data however it works best for you, jumping into 

graphing mode for a deeper look at up to four graphs at 

once. Print and share using Shopstream Connect™ software 

on any PC via the included USB port. Fast, flexible,  

and completely customizable to fit the way you work, 

SOLUS Edge gives you everything you need to tackle even 

the most demanding challenge without breaking a sweat.



FEATURES

• Large 8" display for better readability and greater ease of  
 use

• Super-fast boot up: ready to use in just 5 seconds

•  Unique, steady-charge lithium-ion battery system charges 
automatically from the vehicle

•  Detailed trouble code definitions, live data, functional tests, 
relearns, and adaptations

•  Custom data lists, freeze-frame, PID sorting, pause, zoom, PID 
trigger, snapshot, and cursor functions

•  USB port for PC connectivity; save, print, and share using 
ShopStream Connect software

•  Ability to record all available live data parameters and graph  
any four on screen at once

•  High-capacity microSD™ card contains diagnostic software 
and stores your data files

•  Embedded SMX® Operating System dedicated to diagnostic 
functions for fast, reliable operation

•  Fast-Track Troubleshooter database includes vehicle-specific tips, 
tests, and timesavers

• Thinnest Snap-on diagnostic tool ever
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expedited diagnostics

• Guaranteed coverage, published in a detailed vehicle application guide

•  Access to the most comprehensive software available for European,  
Asian and domestic vehicles

•  A support program, including our Customer Care hotline, extended warranty, 
 online training, and long-term software upgrades

•  Essential factory-level functions with every upgrade: cylinder contribution, hybrid 
power, automated EVAP, brake bleed, caliper rewind, ECM reset and many more

•  Cause & Effect Diagnostics, letting you multitask with multiple views of  
functional tests and live data, to verify actual cause & effect of vehicle failures

•  Great trade-in/resale value in the market, ensuring the value  
of your investment when it’s time to trade up
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QUALITY GUARANTEE
Keeping pace with the dynamic auto industry, we’re committed to constantly 

enhancing and improving our diagnostic equipment to ensure that every 

investment you make with us is the most sophisticated, technologically 

advanced solution available on the market.

CUSTOMER CARE
When you choose a Snap-on diagnostic tool, you gain a long-term  

partner. Experienced Snap-on Customer Care Representatives are  

available to support you on our Customer Care Hotline at 1800 810 581

NZ: 0800 762 766 or email sota.customerservice@snapon.com

To learn more, talk to your Snap-on Representative or visit 

http://www.snapontools.com.au/diagnostics 


